Abstract: Proliferative nodules can occasionally arise on congenital and acquired melanocytic nevi. At first sight their clinical and pathologic features cause alert to both dermatologist and dermatopathologist. However, proliferative nodules are typically benign, regression is common and there is minimum risk of malignization. We present a new case of proliferative nodule in melanocytic nevi with features of deep penetrating nevus.
INTRODUCTION
The histological interpretation of proliferative nodules The patient has been in good health and there has been no sign of recurrence after 2 years of follow-up.
DISCUSSION
Proliferative nodules (PNs) can occasionally arise in congenital and acquired melanocytic nevi. They typically appear in young children, but congenital cases and cases in adults have been reported. [2] [3] [4] Clinically, PNs are presented as papules, nodules, or plaques that can protrude or be situated deeply into the nevus. The changes in nevi morphology produced by PNs can be subtle making difficult to identify them in a bare eye examination, thus dermoscopic examination and follow-up has a key value to diagnose this entity. 2, 3 Their etiology is unclear; it is hypothesized that they are a monoclonal proliferation of melanocytic cells. 4 Generally PNs exhibit a darker pigmentation compared with the nevus of origin and usually have the same texture. On their natural history, a progressive reduction on consistency, texture, and pigmentation is observed. However, it is important to keep in mind that in a small subset of cases, benign PNs can be large, highly cellular and may have atypical melanocytes, mitoses, zones of necrosis and even ulceration. 6 We present a new case of PN in acquired melanocytic nevi with deep penetrating nevus-like features. This entity can clinically and histologically be confused with a malignant transformation.
Therefore, a thorough histological evaluation is needed to rule out the presence of a melanoma. q 
